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oftMassachnsettsl e 

Tmsj invention; pertains; to, the: packaging ‘on 
waferrlikeiiarticleg; such-L. for example);~ asmcrac 7-,“ 

ers,__thin.cook.ies,- fancy biscuits'anxiitne er limiter-referred to asJfwafers?- andtrelatestmerer 
particularly to: a novel method oimalsingnanten-t 
closing‘ wrapper; for-?nch wafer-like.jarticles and’; 
to‘ atIlOVGI package; resmtantiromitnecpraetineotl 
soidvmethode; 

Crackers,‘ are customarily:serzveritaseantac§0m~= 
poniment. to.sQups-;;f1tuit;iuices and 0.ther-iiftiqdev 
ancmrinkszand wherrjtlmsr'eerresirsho > 

and; to some.‘ extent: ins-Shane; to, encase. them" in. a . wrapper; 0i‘; She 

so,astto,form.axpaskageferzzindiv .11 L 
have not beenisuqceseml+theicr Qker elngtztQQz 
fragile. to: withstanding;DESSMQIQ;which.»“195k 
are-subiectedtbyoustomary:wrannirrgim ' -' 

Moreover, if: wrapped .tC’Q-t?ghtly 
oftenrbursts by reason. of; shrinliag 
per or swelling oitheicontentstv E. '“ 

protectingzthe; crackers from. dustaand Q 
extent~x~>fromtmoisturetoit nmradequ 
vent‘ the. crackers ; from -' Eth'SQIhiIlg-_II19 q 
losing their. crispneeS; i-fi-vithey areno u 
some: considerable; time after-poem 11%;1, M. 

over, the. loosenesseof; the;crackelisrwithimmea velope may. result in causing?henrto ?rumthl? 
and‘crack and thus, lose the, d?si edr-i-zfr?hi?ps; 
pearance. The present invention-hesrioliioneiq >. 
ject the provision of a novel oa‘singgonwrap ~_ 
for crackers or the. like: Agfurthergohjeet ;'_D§ 
provide. .Ya,nove1,.packag.e¢comnrisine two 9.0 more: 
crackers. disposed oneabpve theotherrand inzreger 
istry; ando wrapping, 0.1: casineidesigned. to; pre» 
vent- substantial: relative; movement 

ing of- the crackers or-gshri-nkageofg theiwrapp ‘ 
itself; withoutbursting or -_opening.aoi;*its seam r 
and which at the 53,1118,timeais,,SQ:Wve1}?S63¢1Bd'a5; 

adequately to prevent: the entry; .0f:<'m,QiStu1-:e=,¢ further object is to" provide {a cracker package: 

comprising a plurality of ' crackers’ .ofsthelsaltine 
type arranged 1 one above thetother. and:- in=regis;~.; 
try, and a.v casing ~ or wrapping rofzthin; transparw 
ent-r vmoisture-impervi1.ms ~. sheetimaterialz havina 

m0istur.e-:-.- A,furthertobjecttieto. 

~ crackere andrwhosemaremal: portions; are over‘. 

2i; 
mergimlprzertmmhichgre overlapped and. hat-H 
ing means so uniting 'the‘overlep?ed‘» ‘more ?le 
portionealongéerased.gsubttantiallrnarallel lines 
aSE-tQvQrQVj-d. douhleisealtfor .theexclusion-voi 

, provide; a crack 
err‘ naeltage-wheleinia nhirelit ‘ of. substantially 
rectangular craql??m are ' ' ranged .inereeistry, one 
above the other, and ' cl .. miine ethinrmoisturer 
imnerviqus easing pnwrapper. which houses; the 

' = ouefwrapper (If-‘Syll 
theme.inlestiei,theywreneerehavine;marginal;por-, 
tions;_,whie extend beyonai- thetendedgesof the 

- craelsersgandralso wine-mammal portionewhich 
extend: beyond: onetloneitudinal, edge, of; 7 each‘ 
cracker, the marginalgpgrti?ns;adjacenttqeaeh 
0i; said zedges,>- heme; 0ver1¢w~nped=v and, ~_ being fused 

s;therebyrprovidingqet.v 
hegentlrxio?moisture- A, 
.vide-a method; of, making. 

:1 cnaelsera-orthe like com: ag-cca?nej onrwranper: prising sheet 

tot-the. contents of the 
'Ariurtnergobigqt oritheimr, 

,, v‘émtd'isié provide a novel method of paolmging 
creole-ere or?he?ike-sethat; theyl are-thoroughly 

enaitelx?eelechaeemetatmospheric 130915?» 
, i th 

mien- and warm‘ :Qftr the seltltne 
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in the performance of the method of the present 
application; ' 

Fig. 5 is a fragmentary, vertical section, to 
larger scale, illustrating the step of heat-sealing 
the overlapped marginal portions of the wrapper 
at one longitudinal edge of the package; 

Fig. 6 is a view similar to Fig. 5, to smaller 
scale, showing the arrangement of the wrapper 
at the completion of the heat-sealing operation; 

Fig. 7 is a view similar to Fig. 6 showing the 
overlapped, longitudinal, marginal portions of the, 
wrapper as having been turned upwardly and 
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4 
preparatory to the cutting of the blanks 4a. This 
thermoplastically coated cord may be united to 
the sheet material by heat and pressure alone 
and without the use of a solvent. If a solvent 
be employed in providing an easy opening tab, 
the odor, of the solvent persists even after the 
solvent has apparently evaporated, and would 
impart an offensive flavor‘ to the crackers en 
cased within the wrapper. This cord extends 
from one edge 6 to the other edge l, preferably 

_ being slightly inclined with reference to the edge 8. 

heat-sealed adjacent to the upper surface of the > ' 
package; 

Fig. 8 is a view similar to Fig; 5 but illustrat 
ing the ?rst heat-sealing step in uniting the over 
lapped margins of the wrapper at one end of 
the package; 

Fig. 9 is a fragmentary section showing the ' 
overlapped margins of the wrapper at the com 
pletion of the ?rst heat-sealing operation at the 
end of the package; - 

Fig. 10 is a fragmentary plan view showing the 
folded-in corners of the end margins subsequent 
to the ?rst heat-sealing of the end margins; 

Fig. 11 is a view similar to Fig. 9 but showing 
the end margins at the completion of the second 
heat-sealing operation; and 

Fig. 12 is a perspective view‘ of the completed 
casing or wrapper, but omitting the contents. 

Referring to the drawings, the numeral l desig 
nates a package of crackers illustrative of the 

Preferably, to facilitate the ripping operation, slits 
i I and i2 are provided at each side of the cord l0, 

. extending inwardly from the transverse edges 6 
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present invention. This package comprises two , 
crackers 2 and 3 (Fig. 2) disposed one above the 
other in registering relation and enclosed in an ‘ 
airtight wrapper 4 (Fig. 12) which is of thin, 
flexible, moisture-impervious, sheet, heat~sealing 
material, preferably transparent, although it may 
be colored if desired. For instance, the sheet ma 
terial may be a synthetic plastic, for example, 
cellophane, or a thermoplastically coated metal 
foil, such as aluminum foil. 
The crackers here illustrated by way of exam 

ple of the utility and practice of the invention 
are of the saltine type, being duplex crackers 
each having a line of weakness formed by per 
forations indicated at 5 so that the two parts of 
the cracker may be separated easily. These 
crackers (here illustrated by way of example) 
are customarily 4 inches long and 2 inches wide . 
and slightly less than 1% inch in thickness so 
that the package consisting of two superposed 
crackers may approximate T95 of an inch in thick 
ness. However, the above dimensions are given 
merely by way of illustration, it being understood 
that the invention is applicable to the formation 
of packages employing crackers of all sizes and 
dimensions and of different types as well as other 
wafer-like articles, for example cookies or fancy 
biscuits. 
The wrapper 4 is made from a sheet 48 (Fig. 4) 

of the selected wrapping material, preferably a 
synthetic plastic such for instance as cellophane, 
which is capable of being heat sealed. For use 
in making the package here illustrated, compris 
ing the crackers above referred to, this sheet or 
blank As may be approximately 51/2 inches wide, 
that is to say horizontally, and 5% inches long, 
having the parallel, transverse top and bottom 
edges 6 and 1 and the parallel right and left 
edges 8 and 9 respectively. 

Preferably this blank 4*‘ is provided with a 
strong rip cord In, preferably a cord made of 
cotton with a synthetic plastic coating. Such a 
cord may be heat sealed to ‘the sheet material 
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and'l. ' These slit-portions are provided at the 
opposite ends of the rip cord to facilitate grasp 
inglthe cord'in ripping the wrapper from the 
package, ., 
'I-Iaving' prepared thiswrapper blank 43, the 

cracker 3 which is to be the lowermost cracker in 
the package, is located on this wrapper blank in 
the-space 3a in Fig. '4, with its lateral edges atv 
E’ and E2, spaced inwardly from the edges 9 and 
8 respectively, of the wrapper so as to leave the 
marginal portions l3 and I4 of the wrapper at 
each end of the cracker. The cracker is likewise 
arranged so that one longitudinal edge is located 
at E3, spaced from the edge ‘I so as to'leave a 
marginal portion E5 of the blank projecting be 
yond the edge at E3, the other longitudinal edge 
of the cracker then being at E4. As a practical 
matter, the‘ crackers 2 and 3 are assembled and 
placed as a unit on the blank. However, the 
crackers and blank may be otherwise associatedv 
so as'to bring them in the relative position illus 
trated in Fig. 4. Before placing the crackers on 
the blank, the latter is placed upon a suitable 
support or abutment l6 (Figs. 5 and 8) which 
may, for example, be a rigid steel die block hav 
ing a downwardly and outwardly sloping beveled 
face l8 over which the margin I5 of the blank 
projects in assembling the parts. After having 
assembled the parts in this way so that they rest 
on the abutment block it, the edge 6 of the 
wrapper is carried upwardly and about the as 
sembled crackers, the wrapper blank bending 
along the line E4 so as to form the vertical edge 
wall 20 (Fig. 6) . The wrapper also bends about 
the upper rear edge of the upper cracker 2 to form 
the horizontal top wall 2| of the wrapper, and 
again bends down about the forward upper edge 
of the upper cracker to form the front wall 22 
of the package. The marginal portion 23 of the 
wrapper, adjacent to the edge 6, extends down 
substantially parallel to the projecting margin 
[5 which overlies the beveled face l8 of the abut 
ment. 
lower corner parallel to the surface 58 of the die 
block i6, is now moved into contact with the 
margin 23 and is caused to press the margin 23 
forcibly against the margin l5. Since the mem 
ber N52‘ is heated, this pressure causes the margins 
23 and I5 to’ coalesce within a narrow transverse 
area of approximately the dimensions of the in 
clined beveled surface it. Because the surface 
[8 slopes downwardly and away from the lower 
face of the bottom cracker, the pressure may be 
applied without injury to the crackers but the 
area of coalescence or heat seal extends very close 

;‘ to the edge of the cracker (Fig. 6) so that the 
crackers are closely embraced by the wrapper. 
However, the part 16E exerts no direct pressure on 
the crackers, the seal 24 (Fig. 6) being formed di 

, rectly between the parts l6 and IE5, and its 10 

75' cation is not changed by any slight irregularities 

A heated presser 16*‘, having a beveled' 
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which _may exist ‘:the size nor shape of :the 
crackers :being 'wrapped. . _ 

vAfter 'lthe ‘:?rst heat-sealing operation, the 
united marginal :?aps iii‘: :and 5.23 :are turned "up 
wardlyso as ‘to stand substantially vertical, as 
shown inlFig. -7, bendingssharplylalong the lower 
forward-edge of'the low‘ercracker. lAsiillus'trated, 
the forward v?ap i5 is somewhat wider than the 
?ap i 2 3, so that the uppermost portion-oi Ithefflap 
-i"5-extendsibeyond the edge of ivthe ?apl23. This 
upwardly iproj ecting edge \portion 10f ‘the flap i5 
is Know pressed (preferably by means- of a heated 
die '12 5, Fig. 17) against .the ibodyof ithe wrapper, 
near the upper front edge ' of the upper ‘cracker, 
only slight pressure beingsemployed so as 1 to ‘tack 
the flap -i55to thei-body- of the wrapper-‘alonglaise'c 
ond-sealing-area 25*‘, thus producingadoubleseal 
and giving a neat appearance. 
‘Having drawn ‘the wrapper blank around ‘the 

crackers and having *provided a ‘two-fold -'seal 
atone longitudinal’ edge wall of the ‘package, -' the 
end margins of theresultantenibryo package are 
next ‘folded and sealed. As illustrated in ‘Fig. ‘8, 
the 'abutment-or'die block 16 is provided along 
its ‘right and left ends withupstanding ridges .26 
having curved inner faces 2-‘! and'downwardly 
and outwardly sloping beveled faces '28. The 
lower cracker 3,~with the portion H of the wrap 
per ‘underlying it, extends ‘from the inner sur 
face ilTof-one of the ridges -\26'-to the inner'sur 
face 2-‘! ‘of the corresponding ridge (not shown) 
at ‘the opposite end of the ‘block. ‘The‘surfaces‘ 21 
and 28 meet at an'upwardly acute edge 129. Ini 
tially‘the marginal portions vi3 and It at oppo 
site edges vof "the wrapper ‘blank extendoutwardly 
and ‘upwardly over the edges 29, and *the corre 
sponding margina1 portions ‘I3a ‘and I48L (which 
now ‘form extensions of the upper wall 2| of 
theembryo wrapper) overlie ‘the marginal vpor 
tions I3 and ‘I4 respectively. The superposed 
marginal ‘portions are now bent downwardly 
onto the surface 28 (Fig. 8) thus ‘drawing the 
wrapper in a transverse direction about the 
crackers. Preferably, before the heat sealing 
operation is performed, the corners 34 ‘and 35 
of'the vend margins (Fig. 10) are folded inwardly 
along diagonal lines. Heated presser members 
32 (Fig. 8), one ‘of which is arranged at each 
end of the stationary block or die 16, (these 
presser members '32 ‘having beveled ‘lower ‘sur 
faces of the same slope as the surfaces ‘28) are 
moved into contact with the upper flaps ‘133a and 
‘its respectively, and'force these ‘?aps into contact 
with the ‘flaps i3 ‘and “respectively. Because 
the part 32 is heated,'the pressureof the i-?ap's ‘be 
tween the rigid dies 16 and 32>eau'sesthe {flaps to 
fuse at narrow transversely extending ‘areas hav 
ing substantially ‘the ‘dimensions of the surfaces 
28. As shown 'in Fig. 8, the height —'of the ridge 
‘26 is such that the edge 29 is about mid-way of 
the heightof the lowermost cracker 3 and’as the 
edge "29 is acute, the action of thediesis 2to-form 
a sharp fold ‘line at the edge, and the area of 
fusing extends substantially to the fold line. The 
pressure is exerted between'the opposed "di‘esyno 
substantial ‘force being applied to‘ the crackers 
suc‘h‘asimig'ht crumble them. A perfect‘heatrseal 
is thus made possible since as much ‘pressure as 
necessary may The applied ‘without damage ‘to 
the crackers. 
After the :heat seal ‘33 (Fig. 11‘) :has "been 

formed, the unitedl?aps 1.3 ;and .l 3*‘.and 4-4 *eand 1411 
are then turned upwardly, as illustrated in Fig. 
‘11, .and their upper margins ‘are tacked to the 
body of the wrapper along lines such as the line 
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36 :ofiliig. $11, ‘in the same ‘wayias illustrated in 
Fig. F1. 
The formation of the heat seals at :33 iand'36 

provides a double seal at each end of the pack 
age. iilh'e wrapper embraces ‘the crackers :so that 
they {cannot:shiftsrelatively :to each 1 other :to any 
substantialextent, and'thus crumblingis reduced 
to .azminimum. Moreover, 'therside and-endawalls 
ofithefpackage?are smooth andsubstantiallyper 
pendicul'ar to the top and bottom surfaces so 
that the apackage‘is'of neat appearance :andca 
pable of being packed vwith similar packages inza 
container without vloss of space. Furthermore, 
the .tough ‘wrapper holds the crackers together 
so ‘that they act as a ‘unit, reinforcing ‘each other 
against ‘forces which tend to break them, and 
the packaged crackers are much less subject to 
breakage than though they were merely placed 
loosely ‘in an envelope or similar container. 

.iI’he "above ‘described operations may be ,per 
formed by hand or-by the use of such simple im 
plements as above described, or maybe carried 
out ‘by;properly organized ‘machinery. It is lfur 
ther'tobe understood that .while heat sealingis 
preferred, the double sealing at one longitudinal 
edgeand at the ends may beprovided in other 
ways, for example by the employment of adhe 
sive or the like. However heat sealing >is;prefer 
able because it may be performed very :rapidly 
and the seal thus formed is not a?ected sbyrat 
mospheric moisture. 
‘While the wrapper has herein been referred 

to as of “moisture-impervious” material it is :to 
beiunderstood that this term is ‘used in a relative 
senseand as suggestive-of the moisture-resistant 
characteristic‘ of ' such ‘resinous materials-as cello 
phane and the ‘like which, although resistant to 
moisture forlong periods, are ‘not absolutely and 
completely impervious to the passage of moisture. 
When the completed package is to be opened 

it is merely necessary to seize the wrapper ma 
terialibetweenthe lines H-H or l2—-|2, which 
ever'area of the wrapper is at the exterior, after 
the completion of thepackage, and to exert force 
tending to unwrap :the rip cord ['6 from around 
the package. The ripping of this cord from 
around the package removes astrip of the wrap 
per, .thu'slleaving the wrapper open'at one end 
so that the ‘crackers are readily accessible. 

‘It may ‘again be noted that the ‘heat seals 
vformed at 124 ‘and 33 between the opposed surfaces 
of the rigid dies are de?nitely located by the 
dimensions ‘of the die it, and that the forma 
tion -'of these heat seals is independent of ‘the 
exact size or shape of the cracker, :and that .as 
much pressure as necessary to insure a good 
‘seal mayibe employed in forming theseheatls'eals 
without any regard vto the frangible character 
ofthe articles being wrapped. Furthermore, the 
novel method of wrapping‘is not limitedto crack 
ers or wafers ‘of rectangular shape but is readily 
‘applicable ‘to the wrapping of wafers of other 
shapes and dimensions, and whether one or a 
greater number of wafersare to be enclosed in 
the wrapper. 
'While for ease in description vreference has 

been made to “bottom” and “top” wafers, ‘and "to 
folding or bending the wrapper upwardly or 
downwardly, etc., such terms are not to be ‘re 
'garded as limiting, ‘since the package maybe 
formed ‘with the wafer disposed in any con 
venient .iposition. 
While certain dimensions have herein been 

suggested as illustrative and while a particular 
order, of steps has been suggested as desirable, 
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it is to be understood that the invention is not 
thus to be limited but only as de?ned in the 
following claims. . , 

- We. claim: , 

l. A package comprising a wafer and a protec 
tive casing for the wafer, the casing consisting of 
a single thin sheet of transparent moisture-im 
pervious material, the sheet forming substantially 
parallel top and bottom walls, side walls and end 
walls, marginal portions of the sheet being over 
lapped along one side wall and at opposite ends 
of the package, respectively, overlapping portions 
of’ the material, at opposite ends of the package 
and adjacent to said side wall, being heat sealed 
together along each of two narrow, vertically 
spaced, horizontal areas one of which is adjacent 
to the top wall of the package. . 

2. A package comprising two substantially rec 
tangular elongate wafers disposed one above the 
other in registering relation and a protective cas 
ing for the wafers, the casing consisting of a 
single thin sheet-of transparent, moisture-imper 
vious material, the sheet forming substantially 
parallel top and bottom walls, side walls and end 
walls, marginal portions of the sheet being over 
lapped along one transverse side wall, and other 
marginal portions being overlapped at opposite 
ends respectively of the package, the sheet mate 
rial being tensioned snugly about the wafers and 
being of a type capable of being heat sealed, each 
set of overlapped margins being heat sealed to 
gether along a narrow area extending along one 
edge of the lowermost wafer and extending close 
to said edge, and each set oi overlapping mar 
gins being also fused together along a second 
narrow area extending along an edge of the up 
permost wafer and close to said edge. 

3. A package comprising two substantially rec 
tangular wafers disposed one above the other in 
registering relation and a protective casing for 
the wafers, the casing consisting of a sheet of 
thin, transparent, moisture-impervious material 
enveloping the wafers, the casing comprising top 
and bottom walls, side walls and end walls, the 
side and end walls being substantially perpen 
dicular to the top and bottom walls, the margi 
nal portions of the sheet being overlapped, said 
overlapping marginal portions being hermetically 
sealed together along a narrow area closely ad 
jacent to the edge of one of said wafers, the same 
overlapping marginal portions being hermetically 
sealed together along a second narrow area ad 
jacent to the corresponding edge of the other 
wafer thereby providing a double seal to prevent 
the entry of moisture. 

4. A package comprising a plurality of wafers 
disposed one above the other in registering rela 
lation and a protective casing for the wafers, the 
casing consisting of a single sheet of thin, ?exible, 
moisture-impervious, synthetic resin and com 
prising pcrtions forming parallel top and bottom 
walls and other portions forming transverse side 
walls and end walls, the side and end walls being 
substantially perpendicular to the top and bot 
tom walls, the bottom wall having a marginal 
?ap at its free transverse edge, the lower edge of 
one transverse side wall also having a marginal 
?ap, said ?aps being heat sealed together along 
a narrow transversely extending area closely ad 
jacent to the junction of the bottom wall and 
said latter transverse side wall, both ?aps extend 
ing upwardly, from the area at which they are 
so sealed together, to the upper edge of the last 
named transverse side wall, the same ?aps being 
heat sealed together and to said last-named 
transverse side wall along a second narrow, trans 
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8 
versely extending area adjacent to the junction 
of the latter side wall with the top wall. 

5. A package comprising two substantially rec 
tangular wafers disposed one above the other in 
registering relation and a protective casing for 
the wafers, the casing consisting of a single sheet 
of thin, ?exible moisture-impervious, synthetic 
resin and comprising portions forming substan 
tially parallel top and bottom walls and other por 
tions forming transverse side walls and end walls, 
the side and end walls being substantially perpen 
dicular to the bottom and top walls, the bottom 
wall having marginal ?aps at the opposite ends 
of the package and each end wall having a mar 
ginal ?ap at its lower edge, the marginal ?aps at 
each end of the bottom wall being hermetically 
sealed to the marginal flaps of the correspond 
ing end walls, the sealing being along transverse 
ly extending lines closely adjacent to the junc 
tions of the bottom and respective end walls, the 
corners of the flaps at each end being turned in~ 
wardly along diagonal lines, both marginal flaps 
at each end of the package extending upwardly 
from the aforesaid lines at which they are sealed 
together, the free edge portions of the marginal 
?aps at each end of the package being coalesced 
with the Wrapping material adjacent to the junc 
tion of each end wall with the top wall. 

6. That method of packaging wafers which 
comprises as steps providing a thin, flexible wrap 
per sheet of moisture-impervious thermoplasti 
cally adhesive material, disposing at least one 
wafer upon the wrapper sheet adjacent to but 
spaced from one transverse edge of the latter, 
thereby leaving a transverse marginal flap of the 
sheet projecting beyond the wafer, drawing the 
sheet up and about the wafer and disposing its 
free transverse margin in overlapping relation to 
the aforenamed marginal flap and so that said 
overlapped margins extend beyond the edge of 
the wafer, and while rigidly supporting said pro~ 
jecting ?aps applying heat and pressure to the 
overlapping margins along a line closely adjacent 
to the edge of the wafer but without applying 
substantial pressure to the wafer, thereby heat 

- sealing the overlapped margins along a line close 
to the lower longitudinal edge of the wafer, 
turning the overlapping margins up and uniting 
the upturned marginal flap to the wrapping ma 
terial adjacent to the upper longitudinal edge of 
the water. 

'7. That method of packaging wafers which 
comprises as steps providing a thin, ?exible 
wrapper sheet of moisture-impervious thermo 
plastically adhesive material, disposing a plurality 
of superposed registering wafers upon the wrap 
per sheet adjacent to but spaced from one trans 
verse edge of the latter, thereby leaving a trans— 
verse marginal ?ap of the sheet projecting 
beyond the lowermost wafer, drawing the sheet 
up and about the wafers and disposing its free 
transverse margin in overlapping relation to the 
aforenamed marginal flap and so that said over 
lapped marigns project beyond the edge of the 
lowermost wafer and while rigidly supporting 
said projecting margins applying heat and pres 
sure to the overlapping margins along a line 
closely adjacent to the edge of the lowermost 
wafer thereby hermetically to seal said margins 
together, and then turning said margins up and 
hermetically sealing the marginal flaps together 
and to the wrapper sheet along a line close to the 
longitudinal edge of the uppermost wafer. 

8. That method of packaging wafers which 
comprises as steps providing a thin, ?exible 
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wrapper’ sheet: on moistureeimpenvious thermop 
plastically adhesive material; disposing a plural-: 
itx' ofssuperposedr registering wafers upon the 
wrapper sheet. adjacent: tor,» but-v spaced- from; one 
transverse edges of: the; latter; thereby ‘ leaving; a 
transverse marginal‘; ?ap; of: the sheet projecting 
beyondlt-he:lhwermestiwafer, drawing the sheet 
up and about the wafers and disposing its free 
transverse. margin. in overlapping relation to the 
aforenamed marginal ?aps and so that the over 
lapping ?aps project-diagonallydownward from 
the edgeaof the lowermostwa‘f'er and, while rigid 
1y: supporting said. diagonally; disposed} overlap 
ping flaps; subjecting . them; to; heat and“ pressure 
alonga transversely extending'area close to-the , 
transverse-edge.of.the lowermostwaf er thereby 'to 
fuse said marginstogether. 

9. That method‘ of" packaging wafers which 
comprises as» steps providing a thin, ?exible 
wrapper“ sheet»- of’ moisture-impervious thermo 
plastically adhesive material, disposing at least 
one wafer upon the wrapper sheet with the op 
posite edges of the wafer spaced substantially 
equally from the lateral edges of the sheet, there 
by leaving an end margin of the wrapper sheet 
projecting at each end of the wafer, drawing 
the wrapper about the wafer and rigidly sup 
porting the transverse margins of the wrapper in 
overlapping relation and so that they slope 
downwardly and outwardly from the lower edge 
of the wafer while subjecting said margins to 
heat and pressure to unite them, thereby forming 
an embryo package, overlapping the projecting 
upper and lower portions of the end margins of 
the Wrapper at each end of the package, rigidly 
supporting said overlapped margins at each end 
so that they slope downwardly and outwardly 
from the lower lateral edge respectively of the 
wafer, subjecting the overlapped end margins 
along a line close to the edge of the lowermost 
wafer to heat and pressure to unite them, turn 
ing up the overlapped and united marginal por 
tions at each end of the package and fusing the 
overlapped end marginal portions to the wrapper 
along lines closely adjacent to the upper lateral 
edge of the wafer respectively. 

10. That method of packaging wafers which 
comprises as steps providing a thin, ?exible wrap 
per sheet of moisture-impervious thermoplastic 
material, disposing a plurality of superposed ' 
registering wafers upon the wrapper sheet so as 
to leave margins of the wrapper projecting be 
yond a transverse edge and both end edges of 
the lowermost wafer, tensioning the wrapper 
sheet about the wafers and placing the trans 
verse marginal portions of the wrapper in over 
lapping relation, thereby holding the wafers 
tightly together, rigidly supporting said over 
lapped transverse marginal portions so that they 
project beyond the edge of the lowermost wafer 
and applying heat and pressure to heat-seal the 
overlapped transverse marginal portions of the 
wrapper to form an embryo package, sealing to 
gether the upper and lower end marginal por 
tions of the wrapper at the opposite ends, respec 
tively, of the package, and thereafter up-turning 
the overlapped united marginal portions at the 
side and each end of the package to lie against 
the side and against the ends, respectively, of 
the package, and sticking said up-turned mar 
ginal portions at the side and each end of the 
package to the body of the wrapper proper, ad 
jacent to the upper edges of the uppermost wafer. 

11. That method of packaging wafers which 
comprises as steps providing a thin, ?exible wrap 
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10 
per: sheetizof, moisture-impervious thermoplastic 
material, disposing two rectangular wafers in 
superposechregistering,relationupon- the wrapper 
sheet’ so: that marginal? portions of. the wrapper 
sheetprojecti-beyond:the; ends and a transverse 
edge, respectively;_of: the lowermost wafer,’ draw 
ingz-the: wrapper,‘ sheet up and-about the wafers 
and1rigidly' supporting its transverse and end 
marginal, portions; respectively; in overlapping 
relation; and: so; that they incline downwardly 
fromsthe;edgeszo?therlower'wafer; subjecting said 
overlapping'margins totheatv and:pressure; there 
by? unitingthermarignaatp each end and- along 
said transverse; edge. respectively, along narrow, 
transversely extending; areas; which -1 extend: close 
totthe:edges-of;thezlowermost wafer,- and turning 
the. overlapped: andi'uniteck marginal portions at 
each; endzan'd"; atsaid'ztransverse: edge respectively, 
vertically upiand'istickimg saidxupturnedi: marginal 
portions‘. to: the: bodyev of; the: wrapper; at. narrow 
areas extending along the upper transverse and 
end edges of the upper wafer. 

12. That method of packaging wafers which 
comprises as steps providing a thin, ?exible wrap 
per sheet of thermoplastic material, disposing a 
plurality of rectangular wafers in superposed 
registering relation upon the wrapper sheet so 
that the end margins of the wrapper sheet project 
beyond the respective ends of the lower wafer, 
drawing the wrapper sheet about the wafers and 
uniting its transverse marginal portions, thereby 
forming an embryo package wherein the respec 
tive end margins of the wrapper sheet comprise 
upper and lower overlapped portions, folding in 
the corners of the united margins along diagonal 
lines at each end of the package, bending said 
upper and lower overlapped margins at each 
end of the package along lines approximately 
midway the height of the lowermost wafer so 
that they project downwardly and rigidly, sup 
porting said downwardly projecting margins 
while subjecting said overlapping margins to heat 
and pressure along lines closely adjacent to the 
edges of the lowermost wafer, thereby fusing 
said overlapping portions together at a narrow 
area which extends close to the edge of the lower 
most wafer, turning the united marginal portions 
vertically up at each end of the package, and 
fusing said upturned marginal portions at each 
end of the package to the body of the wrapper 
at narrow areas extending along the upper lateral 
edges of the upper wafer. 

13. That method of packaging wafers which 
comprises as steps providing a thin, ?exible wrap 
per sheet of thermoplastic material, disposing a 
plurality of superposed registering wafers upon 
the wrapper sheet with the opposite ends of the 
lowermost wafer spaced substantially equally 
from the end edges of the sheet, thereby leaving 
an end margin of the wrapper exposed at each 
end of the lowermost wafer, drawing the wrapper 
about the wafers and heat-sealing the transverse 
marginal portions of the wrapper to each other 
along a line adjacent to the transverse lower edge 
of the lowermost wafer, thereby forming over 
lapping upper and lower portions of the end 
margins of the wrapper, which project beyond 
the end edges of the wafer, rigidly supporting 
said projecting margins while applying heat and 
pressure thereto along lines closely adjacent to 
each lateral edge, respectively, of the lowermost 
wafer, thereby uniting the overlapping margins 
at each end, and then turning said overlapping 
united margins at each end upwardly and sticking 
them to the wrapper along lines adjacent to the 
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upper lateral edges. respectively, of the upper 
most wafer. 

14. That method of packaging waters which 
comprises as steps providing a thin, ?exible wrap 
per sheet of thermoplastic synthetic resin, dis 
posing a plurality of superposed registering 
wafers upon the wrapper sheet with the opposite 
edges of the lowermost wafer spaced substan 
tially equally from the respective end edges of 
the sheet, thereby leaving an end margin of the 
wrapper exposed at each end edge of the lower 
most wafer, drawing the wrapper about the 
wafers so that its transverse marginal portions 
overlap while concomitantly causing upper and 
lower portions of the respective end, margins to 
overlap, rigidly supporting the overlapping por 
tions of the wrapper which project outwardly 
beyond each end edge of the lowermost wafer, 
drawing the overlapping end portions downward 
ly so that they lie in planes making acute angles 
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with the plane of the under surface of the lower; 
most wafer, and applying pressure and heat 
thereto to fuse the overlapping lateral marginal 
portions together along lines closely adjacent 
to the edge of the lowermost wafer. 

STEPHEN M. BODOLAY. 
DANIEL S. VECCHIA. 
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